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The software allows you to easily record medical

data in customizable forms and read the patient

history, treatments, diagnosis, and lots more in one

place in a jiffy! Helps in handling the patient's

admissions with great ease, allows hospitals to add

their bills, and bed charges, arrange the admission

dates, and discharge patients without any fuss.

CLINIC MANAGEMENT 
Setup your timings, and make patients book appointments by

IVR, App, or Online. Manage waiting room and queues! Create bills

and record payments and ensure you get what you deserve! Look

good, by providing printed receipts with your clinic branding! Build

your practice, create a digital trail of all patient visits, their

histories, and diagnosis, improve care, and provide printed

prescriptions on your letterhead!



HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Centrally monitor revenue from different departments (finance,

stores, procurement, inventory, and HR) in addition to core

hospital parameters. We provide your hospital with

comprehensive data on patient traffic for different hospital

procedures. The modules are integrated, so data flows

seamlessly across the system. Eliminate the costs of

integrating and the hassle of approaching multiple vendors for

your different needs – for example, telemedicine, queue

management, PACS, and HR. All patient health records can be

stored digitally and can be integrated with every hospital

department, enabling more effective patient management.
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Keep track of your sample information, scientific data, and

results. It allows you to actively manage your entire lab process

from instrument maintenance and samples to people and

consumables. LIMS manages laboratory samples and associated

data, standardizes workflows, reduces human error, and

increases efficiency.
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LAB INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

BILLING 
Medical billing, reporting, and handling are made easy. Stay in

charge of your pharmacy operations for efficient operations and

reporting modules. Manage expenses, settlements, complaints,

and accounts from a single touchpoint.



Mission
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PHARMACY MANAGEMENT
Automate the pharmacy workflow. This includes such tasks as

reviewing physician orders and preparing medications,

controlling the inventory and making drug orders, handling billing

and insurance, providing counseling, identifying incompatibilities,

and more — all while following legal protocols and compliances.

LABORATORY MANAGEMENT
Provides streamlined control and organizational

schemes for controlling equipment, sorting and

counting samples, managing and maintaining animal

colonies, or any project complex enough to require

constant computer control. Our solution is robust with a

variety of features to support your lab’s operational

goals and streamline your workflow. Flexible and

scalable to fit into your lab’s current requirements and

grow with you as your needs change. Taking pride in

keeping your data secure, our cloud infrastructure is

hosted in a state-of-the-art data center held to the

highest standards.

QUEUE MANAGEMENT
Decrease customer wait times, improve waiting line

management, and increase revenues with Queue Management

Solution. Excessive queuing and waiting are among the leading

causes of consumer dissatisfaction in banks, retail stores,

hospitals, and institutions. Improve customer flow, manage

queues with virtual and linear queuing solutions, queue displays,

appointment bookings, queuing apps, and visitor flow monitoring

software.
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APPOINTMENT MANAGEMENT
Collaborate, manage projects, and reach new productivity peaks.

Customize and expand with more features as your teamwork

grows. Manage projects, organize tasks, and build team spirit—

all in one place. Powering a productive team means using a

powerful tool (and plenty of snacks). From meetings and projects

to events and goal setting, the intuitive features give any team

the ability to quickly set up and customize workflows for just

about anything.

FIXED ASSET MANAGEMENT
Allow users to easily manage fixed assets, with

end-to-end visibility into the management

process, from acquisition until disposition. Track

asset movements across your enterprise and

ensure compliance through periodical audits.

Continuously digitize, record, and maintain asset

details and relevant documents in a central

document management repository, thereby

eliminating the dependency on physical records.

PAYROLL & ATTENDANCE
MANAGEMENT
The most flexible and easy payroll management

software. Packed with the most robust features

like an income tax calculator, Flexi

reimbursements, and Expat grossing up tax, it

surely is your perfect tool for fast payroll

calculation.
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